
TRIGOSCOOT: Elevate Your Golfing Experience with Ultimate Convenience 

and Versatility! 

Are you tired of lugging around heavy golf bags or being stuck with expensive and bulky golf carts? 

Say hello to TRIGOSCOOT, the game-changing micro cargo scooter that's about to revolutionize your 

golfing experience. Let's explore the incredible advantages of this lightweight mini golfboard and why 

it's the ultimate choice for both the golf course and beyond. 

 

 

 

Conveniently Portable: TRIGOSCOOT's compact micro size is a game-changer. Its sleek design 

ensures it can effortlessly fit into any car trunk, making it a breeze to transport to and from the golf 

course. No more worrying about renting costly golf carts or struggling with the logistics of getting 

your gear to the course. With TRIGOSCOOT, you can bring your personal golf companion wherever 

you go, ensuring an enjoyable round of golf every time. 

 

Lightweight and Cost-Effective: Say goodbye to the days of relying on big, old, and expensive golf 

carts. TRIGOSCOOT offers a lightweight alternative that won't break the bank. With a price tag below 

$2000, it's a fraction of the cost of traditional golf carts. Experience the joy of owning your personal 

transportation device on the greens without the hefty investment. 

 

Unleash Your Off-Road Capabilities: Designed with versatility in mind, TRIGOSCOOT's off-road 

capabilities allow you to tackle any terrain on the golf course. From smooth fairways to rugged 

landscapes, this innovative cargo scooter can handle it all, providing you with a seamless and 

enjoyable ride while you concentrate on perfecting your swing. 

 



Fast Play, Not Slow Walking: Why walk when you can ride in style? TRIGOSCOOT enables you to zip 

around the golf course, effortlessly moving from hole to hole at a pace that suits you. Save your 

energy for those crucial shots instead of exhausting yourself with long walks between shots. Enjoy 

faster play and more time to focus on the game, resulting in an overall enhanced golfing experience. 

 

Multiuse Cargo Scooter for Every Occasion: TRIGOSCOOT is more than just a golf companion – it's a 

versatile cargo scooter suitable for various settings. Whether you're at the golf course, industrial 

workplace, or using it for personal transportation, this innovative invention adapts to your needs. 

Embrace the freedom and efficiency it offers, elevating your daily routines and leisure activities to a 

whole new level. 

Join the growing number of golf enthusiasts who have already embraced TRIGOSCOOT as their 

preferred golfing companion. Experience the ultimate convenience, off-road capabilities, and cost-

effectiveness of this revolutionary mini golf board. Elevate your golfing game and make every round 

an enjoyable and hassle-free experience. 

Don't miss out on the chance to own your very own TRIGOSCOOT – the future of golf transportation 

is here. Act now and witness the transformation of your golfing experience with this extraordinary 

micro cargo scooter. It's time to ride, play, and conquer the greens with TRIGOSCOOT! 
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TRIGOSCOOT is a pioneer in engineering and building compact, all-terrain cargo extension platforms for self-balancing 

scooters. (Segway/Hoverboard)  

 

We invented and designed the most multi-functional hoverboard micro cargo-platform in the market called *TRIGOSCOOT* 

Attach and detach our lightweight multiuse Platform without tools in a few seconds and convert your Balance-Board into a 

highly functional, Personal Cargo-Commuter, Industry-picking scooter, Golf scooter, Golf board, Factory-Scooter, Urban Fun-

Scooter, Warehouse Material Handling cart, etc.  

 

We are developers of smart, lightweight micro-mobility cargo solutions for industry and private usage. (Working scooter, 

Utility scooter, Cargo scooter)  

_________________________________________________________________________ 

https://www.trigoscoot.com  

https://www.instagram.com/trigoscoot  

https://www.tiktok.com/@trigoscoot  

https://www.facebook.com/trigoscoot  

https://www.youtube.com/@trigoscoot 


